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The Carnegie UK Trust works to improve the lives of people throughout the UK and 

Ireland. The Trust has a long-standing interest in the relationship between the media, 

civil society and democracy, and has a history of advocating the need for news media 

to be of a high standard to improve community wellbeing.  Please visit our website for 

further information www.carnegieuktrust.org.uk. 

Why does local news matter?
It has long been established that good quality 
local journalism is essential to our democracy and 
to our personal and collective wellbeing. Local 
news creates a hub of civic engagement and 
connects people to place, and each other. 73% 
of people believe that their local media is the 
best medium for making them feel a part of their 
community.

At its most effective, local journalism holds 
those with powerful interests to account. The 
large volume of data that is available on the 
expenditure, decisions and performances of our 
local public services can be analysed and used 
by local media in a way that is not possible for 
national outlets. By providing a voice and support 
for citizens’ concerns, local media can lead on 
community campaigns, such as cuts to local 
services, school closures, and local environmental 
standards.

The challenge
The traditional business model for local news 
is increasingly unviable. 242 local newspapers 
closed in seven years and all but two regional 

daily newspapers saw a year-on-year decrease in 
circulation in the last six months of 2012. Almost 
£400 million in newspaper advertising revenue will 
be lost from the UK market by the end of 2014.

Our contribution – Neighbourhood News
In 2013, the Trust launched Neighbourhood News 
as a £50,000 competition to deliver local news in 
new and interesting ways and a contribution to 
the problems facing local news. We are supporting 
local news groups in Wester Hailes, Brixton, Port 
Talbot, Alston, and Harlow with £10,000 in 2013-
14 to develop a new local news initiative.

Although at an early stage of their projects, these 
five ‘Carnegie Partners’ have already provided 
six lessons into the importance of local news 
organisations to their communities and how local 
news might be delivered in the future:

1. Local, grassroots news organisations can 
deliver a significant range of community news 
and information, in return for quite a low 
level of investment. For example, in just four 
months our partner in Harlow alone published 
850 stories and 90 videos. This suggests that 
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the local community news sector has the 
capacity to deliver projects that can deliver a 
high level of output in a short period of time, 
and can provide good value for money for 
both citizens and funders.

2. Local news organisations are often successful 
at attracting volunteer time and pro bono 
input from professional journalists to 
supplement paid wages. The local news 
organisation in Brixton, for instance, has 
levered 112 volunteer hours (£1,557 at 
national average hourly rate) with £1,400 of 
paid labour.

3. Local news can be used as a tool for 
community engagement, action and 
cohesion. To date, the Carnegie Partner 
projects have featured stories that matter to 
their communities, such as poor street lighting, 
library closures and the local impact of benefit 
cuts, often in new and locally innovative ways. 
For example, our partner in Wester Hailes held 
a chat with local police and fire services on 
Twitter, asking a range of questions on topics 
from knife crime to noisy neighbours to the 
number of police officers on their streets.

4. Grassroots community news organisations 
made up of freelancing and volunteer 
contributors are subject to competing 
demands on their time, such as employment, 
family and pre-existing commitments. These 
real-life time pressures can cause disruption 
in delivering consistent output, but they are 
pressures which funders must respect in order 
to improve long-term local news provision and 
deliver community benefits.

5. Recruiting individuals with skills which 
supplement core journalism skills, such as 
advertising sales and IT know how, which 
help to sustain local news projects can be a 
challenge. These issues can impact on news 
production, and it is important for funders 
to take a long-term perspective and show 

understanding and tolerance to any delays 
incurred. 

6. Taking the time to ensure that the correct 
structure is in place is important for the 
success of local new organisations. This will 
allow local news organisations to balance 
competing demands and volume and quality 
of output on schedule, but can be an ongoing 
challenge. Getting this balance right is not 
always straightforward, and needs careful 
consideration

The success of the organisations we are working 
with in improving the quantity and quality of 
local news suggests that there is an opportunity 
to re-evaluate existing business models and 
government interventions into the local news 
market. Our six questions for the future of local 
news therefore ask if government interventions, 
such as the Community Radio Fund or the fund 
for local television licences, could be adapted or 
expanded to provide opportunities for local news 
providers who operate on other platforms, and 
help deliver new and improved neighbourhood 
news.
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